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Great book for anyone that enjoys Enya's great gift of music. Well arranged and isn't overly

challenging for those that want to play. Recommend it for all.

This a great book for intermediate piano players. Enya's music translates to piano very well.

Intermediate players will probably be able to play several of the songs right off the bat, but there is

enough challenge to keep it interesting. Great book!

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder and music is in the individual ear. Can't get enough Enya.

There are songs which the piano arrangement was not as well done as others, but still worthy to

give it a try.

Signature sound, always the the texture as a target. Learn it and let the sound carry you where it



lives.

Collection ordered because it was the only way to purchase the the msuic/lyrics for "Paint the Sky

With Stars. Will be utilized as a choral anthem at Church. Other songs in the collection are a bonus

and will give hours of enjoyment at the Piano.

Ingenuamente creÃƒÂ que al comprar este libro podrÃƒÂa reproducir algunas canciones de

Enya, porque pensÃƒÂ© que eran muy sencillas. Gran error!Se necesita ser un experto en los

teclados (o la guitarra) y algunas partes no me explico cÃƒÂ³mo pudo Enya tocar, pareciera que

tuviera una mano extra.El libro estÃƒÂ¡ muy bien, tiene las partituras muy exactas y con bastante

prÃƒÂ¡ctica y paciencia estoy seguro que es posible sacar aunque sea unas tres

melodÃƒÂas.Suerte!

Although Enya's music is superb, the transcriptions in this book leave something to be desired. Part

of the trouble is of course due to the difficulty of arranging music originally for multiple instruments

and voices for solo piano, but on other instances it seems to be more thoughtlessness on the parts

of those who transcribed the music. For example:-Several of the pieces, such that "Anywhere is"

and "The Memory of Trees" are very repetitive. In the original pieces, the harmonies and

background change over the course of the song. In these arrangements, each verse is notated

exactly the same.-In "The Celts", a D.S. al. Coda is given without any indication as to what point in

the music the player is supposed to skip to the Coda-In "Storms in Africa", there are sections where

the pianist is asked to play three notes simultaneously, each of which is at least an octave and a

fifth apart from the others.
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